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Preliminary Steps

Contact experienced litigation counsel

Identify key witnesses

Identify key documents

Protect the attorney/client privilege
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Issue A Litigation Hold

Obligation to preserve documents, including e-
documents

Litigation hold to suspend normal disposition or
processing of records
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Scope of Litigation Hold

What categories of documents and materials

Which departments or functions

Which individuals

Suspension of routine document
retention/destruction policy
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Content of Litigation Hold

Identify relevant subject matters

Identify forms/types of records

Provide instructions on how to preserve records

Provide contact information for questions
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Example of Litigation Hold
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Example of Litigation Hold - continued
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Example of Litigation Hold - continued
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Document Implementation of Litigation Hold

Needed if preservation issues are challenged

Demonstrate that reasonable and appropriate steps
were taken
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Identifying Key Witnesses

Educate that unprivileged communications are
potentially discoverable

Educate them on how to make communications
privileged

Educate about potential for creating discoverable
“paper trails” (email, IM, voice mail)

Don’t discuss case with anyone other than a lawyer
for the company
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Identifying Key Records

Documents within the company’s “possession,
custody or control”

Includes documents the company has

Can include documents held by others e.g.,

– Test: if company has a legal right to obtain documents
from that entity on demand

– For example, affiliates, contract partners
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How to Preserve Third Party Records

Written request to third parties to preserve relevant
documents and follow-up

OR

Collect the third party’s relevant documents
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Retaining Counsel: Joint vs. Separate Representation

Determine whether any individuals require separate
counsel

Does a conflict of interest exist or is one likely to arise?

– Under the laws of most states, a conflict of interest exists:

• If the representation of one client will be directly adverse to another client, or

• If there is a significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be
materially limited by the lawyer’s responsibilities to

(i) another client, a former client,

(ii) a third person or

(iii) by a personal interest of the lawyer
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Retaining Counsel: Joint vs. Separate Representation -
continued

Absent a conflict of interest, a lawyer may represent
both the corporation and any of its directors,
officers, employees, members, shareholders or other
constituents
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Terms of Joint Representation and Waivers

Advise individual defendants of terms of joint
representation in writing

Obtain advance waivers allowing counsel to continue
to represent the company in event a conflict later
develops
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If a Conflict Subsequently Develops…

If a conflict subsequently develops, lawyer must
withdraw from the representation of one of the
clients

In limited circumstances, lawyer may be required to
withdraw from both representations

– Individual defendant may seek to disqualify counsel from
continuing to represent the corporation based on confidential,
privileged information the individual disclosed to counsel during
joint representation
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Joint or Separate Counsel: Pros and Cons

More cost-effective to have joint representation

Joint Representation signals to the individual
defendant that the company does not believe his or
her interests are at odds with the company’s interests

Retaining separate counsel from the outset avoids risk
of subsequent conflict and disqualification

Corporation may arrange for separate counsel for
individual employees or directors, even when no
conflict of interest is apparent
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Joint or Separate Counsel: Pros and Cons - continued

Enter formal or informal joint defense agreement to
facilitate sharing of information

Separate counsel will have an undivided interest in
representing the individual employee/director,
which may aid in fact-finding process

Corporate prosecution guidelines may penalize
corporations for entering into joint defense
agreements
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Joint or Separate Counsel: Pros and Cons - continued

Some government agencies regard joint defense
agreements as evidence of a lack of cooperation by
corporation
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Determine Whether an “Internal Investigation”
Should be Conducted

Lawyer fact-finding/report to management/board

Pending civil suit may attract the attention of
regulators

Government investigation

Internal assertions of wrongdoing without civil suit or
Government inquiry
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Internal Investigation: Pros

Enables management to examine options and respond
effectively

Enables management to decide whether to make
disclosure to the government

Enables management to decide what remedial action
to take
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Internal Investigation: Cons

Could unearth damaging information that could be
subject to discovery

Cost can be high

– Legal fees

– Lost management and employee time

– Frighten employees
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Protect the Privilege

Important to take great care in the investigation/report

If possible, do not disclose written report to third
parties

Lawyer, not non-lawyers

Use outside counsel (less perceived bias)

Written engagement letter

Upjohn warnings to employees
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Preservation of Privilege: Upjohn

Giving the “Upjohn” warnings is an important means
of preserving privilege during an internal
investigation

The Upjohn warning is based on the US Supreme
Court’s decision in Upjohn Co. v. United States,
where the Court recognized fundamental elements
that a corporation must prove in order to secure the
attorney-client privilege

Can deliver the warnings orally
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Preservation of Privilege: Upjohn - continued

Key points to cover with employees at the outset of
an interview during an internal investigation:

– The communication is made for the purpose of obtaining
legal advice for the corporation

– The communications are made to counsel at the direction
of corporate superiors

– The subject matter of the communication is within the
scope of the employee’s corporate duties

– The communication is not to be shared beyond those
persons who need to know its contents
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Upjohn Warning

The following is an example of an Upjohn warning:

“As you may already know, company management has asked you to
speak with us as part of our inquiry into this matter (describe
broadly). The reason for this interview is to help us, as the
company’s lawyers, to gather information and provide the
company with good legal advice. We represent the company in this
matter and do not represent you personally. This interview is
protected by the attorney-client privilege, and we ask that you do
not discuss it with anyone other than the company’s lawyers.
However, the privilege belongs solely to the company, and the
company may decide to waive the privilege and disclose the
substance of the interview at a later date. If the company chooses
to waive the privilege, it may do so without your consent. Do you
have any questions before we begin?”
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Electronic Discovery: Early Attention to E-Discovery is
Critical

Avoid mistakes that can lead to costly sanctions

Given continued evolution of e-discovery case law
regarding handling of electronically stored
information (“ESI”), in-house counsel should remain
up-to-date on recent developments in e-discovery to
ensure company protocols address those issues
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Electronic Discovery: Early Issues

Determine Identity of Key Records Custodians,
including former employees

Litigation Holds: Communicate nature of preservation
obligations to key custodians as soon as possible

Do any routine electronic data operations need to be
suspended or altered?

Identify sources of electronically stored information

– Ensure that such sources are properly preserved

– Is there any non-standard electronically stored information
and/or archived material?
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Electronic Discovery: Early Issues

Do you need to hire an outside vendor to manage the
document production?

 Is any data in the physical possession of a third party agent?

– Examples:

• Outsourced functions such as payroll or human resources

Contact such organizations ASAP to ensure information is
not deleted, overwritten or destroyed

 Is any data maintained outside the United States?

Consider placing someone in charge of ESI issues and
preparing a written plan documenting the preservation,
collection, review and production of ESI
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